CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

In the fifth chapter, the writer presents the conclusion and suggestions. In the first sub chapter, the writer concludes about what have been discussed in the previous chapters. And in the second sub chapter, the writer gives suggestion for English teaching and further research.

3.4 Conclusion

The reading ability is essential because the students can broaden their knowledge through reading. Besides that, being able to read English text comprehensively is very important for senior high school students since some of textbooks used in the university are written in English. 2004 English curriculum states that through communicative reading as one of the integrated skills taught in senior high school, the students are expected to be able to read English textbooks mostly used in the university.

Actually, many of them still have a low ability to read and comprehend the content of a reading passage. This could happen due to the unvaried technique of teaching reading used in the class. When the students get bored in the reading class, they can not comprehend the passage well. As a result, they can not develop their reading proficiency.

Some studies to overcome the problem have been done. Most of them analyzed about implementation of the jigsaw technique of cooperative learning method compared to that of the traditional technique in reading class. The results
showed that there is an improvement of students’ reading achievement taught by using jigsaw technique. This encouraged the writer to conduct a study about the implementation of the cooperative learning method by using another technique namely M.U.R.D.E.R technique compared to that of the grammar translation method by using the translation technique in the senior high school students.

In brief, the writer conducted a study about the effect of cooperative learning method and grammar translation method in the reading achievement of senior high school students. The objective of this study is to find out whether the Grammar Translation Method or the M.U.R.D.E.R technique can improve the reading ability of eleventh grade students of senior high school better. Besides, the writer also examined the students reading achievement in answering factual, inference, and main idea questions.

The study was included in the quantitative study which was quasi experimental study applying nonequivalent – groups posttest – only design. The subject used in the study was the eleventh grade of natural science students of St. Louis I Surabaya. The data used in this study were taken from the scores of mid term test and posttest of the students. And the writer administered three meetings for treatments.

The analysis of the mid term test scores using One Way ANOVA assisted by SPSS 13 program for Windows showed that the mean scores of the classes used for try out (XI IA 5 AND XI IA 6) and posttest (XI IA 1 and XI IA 3) were not significantly different. It means that the used classes had equal reading ability. On the next analysis, the writer used t-test for independent samples in
order to know whether there was a significant difference between the posttest means of the two groups. The writer tested the mean scores of posttest at .05 level of significance with 75 degrees of freedom.

The result of the t-test formula for the comparison of the mean scores of the posttest of the two groups (XI IA 1 and XI IA 3) showed that there was significant difference where grammar translation method through translation technique affects students’ reading achievement better than cooperative learning method through M.U.R.D.E.R technique. Besides that, the writer also calculated the effect of the two techniques in the students’ reading achievement to answer factual, inference, and main idea questions. The result showed that there was significant difference where translation technique affects the students in answering factual and inference questions better than M.U.R.D.E.R technique. While in answering main idea questions, the result showed that there was not significant difference where grammar translation method through translation technique affects students’ reading achievement as well as cooperative learning method through M.U.R.D.E.R technique.

The result obtained proved that the students taught by translation technique of the grammar translation method have better reading achievement than those taught by M.U.R.D.E.R technique of cooperative learning method.

3.5 Suggestions

This sub chapter deals with two main points. They are suggestions for English teacher and suggestion for further study.

5.2.1 Suggestions for English Teacher
This study reveals that the students taught by translation technique have higher reading achievement than those taught by MURDER technique. The writer has some suggestions dealing with the implementation of cooperative learning method through the M.U.R.D.E.R technique to the eleventh grade students:

- Since M.U.R.D.E.R technique is relatively new for the students, the students might get confused with the instructions or the steps they should follow. The writer suggests that the teacher should give clear instructions and check if the students understand the task or not.

- The writer recommends that the treatment should be given more than three meetings so that the students have enough time to adjust their learning.

- In applying cooperative learning by using the M.U.R.D.E.R technique, the teacher should actively supervise the students when they are doing the task since working in a group can lead some problems.

- Sometimes students do not know how to work in a group or how to solve a problem together. So, the writer suggests that the teacher could literally tell the students about the purpose of working together. When the students do a fair share of the work, they get success in accomplishing the task given.

5.2.2 Suggestions for Further Study

Finally, the writer realizes that this study is still far from being perfect. Nevertheless, she hopes that this study can be used as a reference for other researchers who will carry out further research in improving students’ reading achievement through the cooperative learning method and the grammar translation
method. By sharing the weaknesses found in this study, the writer expects that the next researcher will get a better and valid result by using a better research design and a wider scope of subjects. Due to the limited time to finish the study, the writer only gave three times treatment since she conducted her experiment one month before the national examination held. The writer suggests that the next researcher will have more time and opportunities to conduct his or her experiment so that the students will have enough time in adjusting new technique.
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